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The gazelle recurs in 
campaign material

The gazelle is the symbol of 
the fastest growing companies 
and recurs in the wallpaper, 
which is used throughout the 
campaign.

A permanent proof 
of appointment

The gazelle statuette is 
sold to the gazelles and 
is one of the revenue 
drivers in the campaign.   



Direct mail  
to all gazelles

Physical letter including 
a FAQ which was sent  
to all gazelles, containing 
information about 
their nomination for a 
gazelle and an invitation 
to attend the award 
ceremony. 

Translation headline of letter: “Congratulations on your growth!  
You have been nominated for a gazelle 2017”

Translation FAQ-folder:  
“All you need to know about gazelle 2017”



Advertorials

Examples of advertorials for the 
gazelle event ceremonies from 
the Børsen newspaper featuring 
editor-in-chief and host Niels 
Lunde and co-host, journalist Tina 
Riising. 

Translation of headings: left: “The gazelles are reinventing Denmark. Welcome to the gazelle event 
ceremonies 2017” Right: “Congratulations to the 213 gazelles in 2017 in Region Zealand”

Testimonial advertorials

A revenue driver in the campaign was the  
partners of which there were 7 in 2017. Each partner 
had a selected number of testimonial advertorials in 
the Børsen newspaper during the campaign period in the same layout as 
Børsen’s marketing campaign, making them a part of the campaign. 



Editorial coverage 

During the campaign period 
there was extra focus on the 
gazelle companies, with Børsen 
producing daily articles on those 
particular companies and their 
growth. These were prioritised 
online at borsen.dk, in the news-
paper and on Børsen’s social 
media.

First day of editorial coverage of the gazelles in 
Børsen, revealing the number of gazelles in 2017.
Translation “1999 companies are gazelles this year”

Front page of special section about the gazelles.
Translation: “Brian Mikkelsen (Danish Minister for Indu-
stry, Business and Financial Affairs): You are heroes”



The gazelles are prioritised  
on all platforms

Articles about the gazelles are shared 
in the newspaper, on borsen.dk and 
via Børsen’s social media channels 
(  here Facebook).

Translation of heading: “Brain researcher experiences extreme growth  
on competitors bull-shit” (Neurons Inc., gazelle 2017)



Cementation of 
Børsen’s position as 
an expert in Danish 
business

The award ceremonies contain 
presentation of results from 
the gazelle analysis which is 
presented by editor-in-chief, 
Niels Lunde. The results are 
further discussed in the panel debates, 
where representatives from Danish 
business communities and interest 
organizations are represented. 



The gazelle event ceremonies

The ceremonies are also a time for celebration and recognition 
of the success of the gazelle companies, awarding the fastest 
growing company in each region, and the best companies 
within digitalization and manufacturing. 



Celebration  
and network

Many of the gazelle compa-
nies attending the ceremo-
ny stayed after the ceremo-
ny was over, and networked 
with each other. The photo 
wall was a big hit. 

Translation:  
“Børsen gazelle 
2017 – we are 

amongst the 
1999 gazelles 

of the year”



Please click on  
the images to  
watch the 
movies

Creating fascination with  
Børsen through gazelle

To raise awareness among the wider 
public that Børsen is behind the gazelle 
awards, to brand Børsen as a media company that recognizes the growth layer in  
Denmark and to create fascination with Børsen gazelle, we produced a line of films, 
where editor-in-chief at Børsen, Niels Lunde visited gazelle companies. The films 
were published at Børsen’s social media channels. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_QvcvkaJ7w&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0mFecYbA_8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii9DCPwqZ5g&list=PLIfjY0T4TfXPMHnf1F1vXZu34OYLq3LQq&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OD-qnPKWbTA&feature=youtu.be


Translation graphic: “Five-
year-plan? I do not know 
where we are in five years. 
I have never made such a 
plan” Mikkel Borg Bjergsø, 
CEO, Mikkeller, gazelle 2017 
and 2016

Creating engagement and discussion

Through graphics featuering quotes from the films 
we generated engagement and discussion among the 
followers on Børsen’s social media channels. The articles 
about the gazelle companies in general gave a lot of 
engagement in the form of comments, likes and shares 
( here LinkedIn)



 #gazelle2017

Nomination 
letters, diplomas, 
statuettes and 
photos from award 
ceremonies were 
regularly shared by 
gazelle companies 
on social media 
(Linkedin, Twitter, 
Facebook and 
Instagram) with 
#gazelle2017 
showing great 
engagement with 
the Børsen brand 
and pride of being 
nominated.


